Asylum decision rates on affirmative and defensive applications issues in completed removal, deportation, exclusion, and asylum only proceedings or in proceedings that have been administratively closed. Initial case completions only.

Asylum others have a decision of abandonment, not adjudicated, other or withdrawn. EOIR determined that creation of a “not adjudicated” code for applications would result in a more accurate description and render the “other” code unnecessary. In May 2019, EOIR deactivated the “other” code for applications.

Administrative closure decisions for cases that have not been placed back on the docket. Redocketing occurs following an immigration judge’s grant of a party’s motion to recalendar.
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1 Asylum decisions on affirmative and defensive applications issues in completed removal, deportation, exclusion, and asylum only proceedings or in proceedings that have been administratively closed. Initial case completions only.

2 Asylum others have a decision of abandonment, not adjudicated, other or withdrawn. EOIR determined that creation of a “not adjudicated” code for applications would result in a more accurate description and render the “other” code unnecessary. In May 2019, EOIR deactivated the “other” code for applications.

3 Administrative closure decisions for cases that have not been placed back on the docket. Redocketing occurs following an immigration judge’s grant of a party’s motion to recalendar.